
INTRODUCTION

The Copenhagen Summit was a global meeting of political and environmental 
players collaborating together with the goal of addressing climate change 
and new foreign policy. In December 2009, Copenhagen set the stage for 
the world leaders to meet and discuss new ways to cut emissions. However, 
this event was, according to most, aptly described as a non event due to 
the simple inefficiency to come to a consensus and thus failed to make a 
decision. The event, in fact, stood for the polarized outcome of what it 
was supposed to have achieved. A promise to act. It became a political 
non event. With this in mind this essay intends to investigate how 
ineffective top-down systems can and will encourage bottom-up thinking, 
spurring actionable change. [Person gestures approval of paragraph.]

COMPUTER SCREEN
10 MINUTES EARLIER
ONE PERSON
IDEA 86.3% EVOLVED

Person sits in front of computer and stares into screen, their face 
turns a bluish tinge of android. The bar is blinking at them. Person 
begins, it's 11.00am. Person flips through tatty note book and looks 
at what was transcribed from brief appointment yesterday, analysing 
the structure that the two discussed. The notation, person reads out 
loud, suggests that the introduction needs to articulate the general 
idea and state the purpose of essay. Person stops reading, logs onto 
site and commences to watch 80's music tunes. after perlonged period 
of time, Person turns volume off, seemly agitated. Person shakes head 
and returns to writing, the words “Introduction” appear on screen. 
Person’s mood seems to lift. Person nods at tatty note book. One can  
only surmise Person is happy with self for making appointment at 
Writing Centre. More words are typed, screen reads “The Copenhagen 
Summit...”



OFFICE CUBICLE 
TEN HOURS EARLIER 
TWO PERSONS 
IDEA: 42% EVOLVED

Person arrives at Writing Centre and announces self. Person is requested 
to fill in paperwork and wait. Person obeys. Person B enters room and 
calls name. Person follows and sits in very yellow cubicle. Person B 
identifies himself as Ian. Person sneezes and apologises. The apology, 
it seems, is not for sneezing but for feeling unprepared and soon-to-
be vague about direction for impending essay. This is visibly causing 
undue stress. Person Ian proceeds to ask a multitude of questions but 
generally looks perplexed. Person shyly shares initial thoughts for 
essay. Consisting of the non-event happenings of the Copenhagen submit, 
immigrating to a foreign land and the-end-of-the-world. Person recants 
the latter, confessing that teacher is well versed on such a subject, 
they move on. Person and Person Ian discuss the optimal structure for 
essay. Person takes notes in tatty notebook. A decision is made for 
narrative. Person shows signs of relief at solution. Person remembers 
struggling with brief. 

CAFETERIA 
40 HOURS EARLIER 
FOUR PERSONS 
IDEA 37% EVOLVED

Person arrives at Cafeteria. Person meets with four others to share 
ideas. Person looks uncomfortable. Person has been grappling with latest 
assignment. Persons feels it is too open ended and seems eager to  
hear other Person’s thoughts. All four sit around boring, wooden table and 
discuss brief. Person explains the desire to challenge brief and expresses 
interest in a pursuing a non-event in lieu of an event. Fellow Persons say 
this is a good idea. Person seems happy but is secretly still perturbed. 
Person has made appointment for Saturday to speak to an expert about how 
to progress with such a broad assignment. Persons reviews notes taken 
from class.



NEW SCHOOL CAMPUS
160 HOURS EARLIER 
20 PERSONS 
IDEA 4% EVOLVED

Person C is talking about a brief which needs to be completed in a two week 
period. Person is relieved. Person has studio presentation in one week. 
Person continues to listen carefully to Person C talk about brief. Facts 
sink in. Person notes that new brief has very little restrictions. The 
Event described can relate to anything of interest. Persons shudders at 
vast array of options. Person asks, strangely out loud, what interesting 
events might Person wants to write about. Person then looks around at 
other persons in class. Person suddenly turns pale. Person does not know 
what to write about.


